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Abstract
The pressure to publish novel genetic associations has meant that meta-analysis has been applied to genome-wide association studies without the time for a careful consideration of the methods that are used. This review distinguishes between the use of meta-analysis to validate previously reported genetic associations and its use for gene discovery, and advocates viewing gene discovery as an exploratory screen that requires independent replication instead of treating it as the application of hundreds of thousands of statistical tests. The review considers the use of fixed and random effects meta-analyses, the investigation of between-study heterogeneity, adjustment for confounding, assessing the combined evidence and genomic control, and comments on alternative approaches that have been used in the literature.
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INTRODUCTION
Meta-analysis was originally developed as a method for pooling the results from a set of similar clinical trials. It was subsequently used to combine data from observational studies [1], then for combining genetic studies of candidate genes, and now meta-analysis is routinely used for pooling the results from genome-wide association studies (GWAS). Despite this broadening of the field of application, the methods used have changed very little, so more or less the same approach to meta-analysis is applied to genome-wide epidemiological data on hundreds of thousands of variants as were first developed for clinical trials of single outcomes.

Several textbooks are available that describe methods for analysing genetic epidemiology studies [2–4] and others describe general methods for meta-analysis [5–7]. Recently, several articles have reviewed the statistical techniques appropriate for the analysis of GWAS [8–11], but comparatively little theoretical work has been done on methods specifically intended for GWAS meta-analysis. Moonesinghe et al. [12] and Spencer et al. [13] consider issues of sample size and design, de Bakker et al. [14] consider the meta-analysis of imputed data and Zeggini and Ioannidis [15] discuss general meta-analysis issues in the context of GWAS. Recently, a special issue of the journal Statistical Science [volume 24(4) 2009] published a series of articles on the analysis of GWAS data including some relating to GWAS meta-analysis. In this review, we will look at the approaches that are currently being applied to meta-analyse genome-wide studies and comment on their merits. When assessing ad hoc adaptations of existing methods, it is important to remember that sensible procedures will often lead to the correct conclusion even if they are not theoretically ideal, especially when the genetic variant is clearly
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associated with the disease. This may go some way to explaining why so many apparently contradictory approaches are used in the literature.

Throughout the review, the term genetic variant will be used, even though currently this almost always means single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). Increasingly, however, meta-analyses will look at other variants, including haplotypes, copy number variants, genes and pathways. Although the detailed methods might change with the type of variant, the general principles that are considered here will remain much the same.

One of the features of genome-wide meta-analyses is that they can be undertaken for different reasons and each objective requires a slightly different form of analysis. When the motivation for the meta-analysis is not clear, it can be difficult to select an appropriate analysis and this difficulty is made worse when a single meta-analysis has several distinct components with different implicit aims. Our first task, therefore, is to consider the different forms of genome-wide meta-analysis and what they are trying to achieve. Following this, we consider some common, but controversial issues, namely; handling between-study heterogeneity and the use of fixed and random effects, adjustment for confounding, assessing the combined evidence and the use of genomic control.

TYPES OF GENOME-WIDE META-ANALYSIS

The most important distinction is between the use of a genome-wide meta-analysis for the discovery of new variants and its use for the replication of previous findings. While discovery analyses usually look across the whole genome, replication analyses concentrate on a limited number of pre-specified variants and as such have more in common with candidate gene studies. The most straightforward type of replication analysis occurs when a meta-analysis is used to assess the associations of previously suggested variants, but more contentiously, researchers sometimes run a GWAS followed by a replication study and then meta-analyse the replication data with the discovery data in order to capture what is sometimes called, the totality of the evidence.

The difference between discovery and replication parallels the difference between hypothesis generation and hypothesis testing and has consequences for the choice of analysis. Discovery is a process in which we screen the genome for good candidate regions. If a subset of genes are taken forward for further study, we will be concerned about the proportion of them that will eventually turn out to be null, the false discovery rate (FDR) [16]. We should be free to use whatever methods or information will improve the FDR, so often the discovery phase will take the form of an exploration of the data in which different types of analysis are tried. In contrast, in a replication, we seek to provide conclusive evidence for a candidate association, so it will be important to obtain a well-calibrated $P$-value or Bayes factor. To this end, the method of analysis and criterion for declaring replication should be specified in advance so as to avoid the possibility of the test being adapted in such a way that it exaggerates the significance.

Genome-wide meta-analysis for discovery

Within the field of discovery meta-analysis, two designs are commonly found in the literature. In the first, a consortium is formed of partners who have each conducted a GWAS of the same phenotype. The members of the consortium have the opportunity to work together to ensure the comparability of their quality control and primary analyses and to collaborate on more detailed follow-up analyses should interesting effects be observed [17]. The second design involves one or more primary GWAS that were initially intended to stand alone but which, perhaps for lack of power, find it difficult to obtain genome-wide significance and so go to the web in search of publicly available GWAS data that can be combined with their primary studies in order to obtain more precise results. Typically, such meta-analyses have fewer primary studies, have much less scope for secondary analyses and may even have difficulty ensuring the comparability of the quality control and methods of analysis. If the analogy with candidate gene meta-analysis can be relied on, then consortium-driven meta-analyses should be more reliable [18].

Genome-wide meta-analysis for replication

The replication of previously published hits using data from a genome-wide meta-analysis may lack the impact of new discoveries but it is still an important aim in its own right [19]. As well as confirming previous publications, it will give effect estimates that are free from the upward bias that results when a
study reports its own top hits, and what is more, the previous findings that are confirmed will give a degree of validity to the meta-analysis, since one might be doubtful of accepting discoveries from a study that could not replicate large known effects [20, 21]. Even a failure to replicate may be important, perhaps pointing to unsuspected interactions [22] or methodological problems with some of the studies. As more of the variants with large effects are identified and novel variants become harder to find, this type of confirmatory analysis is likely to become a larger part of any meta-analysis.

**Replicating new discoveries**

If researchers want to claim conclusive evidence for a new discovery, then it is important that an independent replication study is performed, because it may not be safe to rely on the discovery meta-analysis alone, no matter how strongly it may point to an effect [23, 24]. High statistical significance in a pre-specified test will effectively exclude the possibility that a false positive has been produced by sampling variation, but it cannot rule out the possibility that the finding is due to some bias in the design, analysis or conduct of the study.

Given the original discovery sample and a replication sample, possible strategies are to look for significant association in either:

- the replication sample alone;
- the replication sample combined with the discovery sample adjusted for multiple testing;
- the replication sample combined with the discovery sample unadjusted for multiple testing but judged against genome-wide significance.

In any of these options, a meta-analysis might be required to combine data from several replication samples and the second and third options are themselves a form of meta-analysis as they combine two data sources. The most popular strategies are the first and third, perhaps because the correct adjustment for the selection of top hits from the discovery phase in the second option is complex [25]. Skol showed some gain in power for option two over option one, but this gain is negligible unless at least 1% of SNPs are taken into replication or the replication sample is relatively very small. Arguably, only the first of these options is a true test of replication as the others are more accurately described as two-stage designs; that is to say, they are more efficient ways of performing a single study [26], and in a single study there remains the concern that the results may be influenced by bias. However, when the discovery study is itself a large meta-analysis including many studies, some of the need for an independent replication is removed as difference between the studies will often alert us to false positives due to biases.

**Hybrid designs**

Although, it is possible to identify broad classes of designs in published GWAS meta-analyses, there are actually many variations and there is no shortage of examples of studies that have combined two or more of the approaches. It is common practice, first to replicate findings from previous publications and then to explore the data to identify new candidate regions.

**Genome-wide analyses involving non-association data**

Finally, mention should be made of a type of discovery meta-analysis that has yet to have a large impact but which is likely to be used more in the future; that is to say, a meta-analysis that combines GWAS data with other types of information, perhaps biological characteristics of genes and SNPs throughout the genome from bioinformatical databases or from other experimental sources, such as expression studies. The aim here will be to improve the discovery phase by using the external information to weight the associations. For instance, associations on biologically relevant pathways identified using bioinformatical databases might be judged more worthy of follow-up than those in other regions [27]. Currently, this type of judgement is made informally but there is scope for incorporating the external data into the meta-analysis in a more structured and reproducible way, perhaps by creating prior weights for the variants [28] or by forming informative Bayesian priors. The extra data may not improve the measurement of the association, but it could make the selection of candidates for follow-up studies more reliable.

**STAGES IN A META-ANALYSIS**

**Preliminary data processing**

Meta-analysis starts with the quality control and analysis of the primary studies. Here, the plan must be to make all of the analyses as similar as possible to avoid causing unnecessary between-study heterogeneity.
Subjects should be excluded or the primary analyses adjusted if there is genetic or other evidence that they are drawn from a different population, or if there is a suggestion of cryptic relatedness [29]. Variants should be excluded if there is any suggestion that their genotype determination is unreliable; this decision might be based on high levels of missing genotype data, departure from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium or allele frequencies in controls that do not correspond to those expected in that population. Usually, imputation will be used to extend the set of variants and to ensure that studies that have used different genotyping platforms are able to supply data on the same set of variants, in which case poor imputation quality will be grounds for excluding some variants [30].

The analysis of the individual primary studies needs to be kept as similar as possible, although sometimes differences are inevitable, for instance, when some samples have a family structure and others do not. The most popular primary analysis for a binary outcome is to calculate a per-allele odds ratio and its standard error using logistic regression or the Cochran–Armitage test. Per-allele analyses perform quite well even when effects are actually dominant or recessive [31], although robust tests may have better average properties [32].

Most collaborative meta-analyses ask the partners to deposit the results of the initial analyses with a co-ordinator who in turn makes them available to all partners. This enables the partners to retain control of their raw data, while placing few limitations on the form of the meta-analysis. Lin and Zheng [33] have shown that there is very little loss in statistical efficiency from pooling summary data when compared with a meta-analysis of individual patient data. The only drawback of working in this way comes when more detailed investigations are required, such as a haplotype analysis or an analysis of one SNP conditional on another, as the extra information will have to be requested from each partner. If legal and confidentiality issues can be overcome [34], depositing the raw data would speed up these secondary analyses.

Replication of previous discoveries
The large sample size of a meta-analysis may be needed to provide the power to successfully replicate small genetic effects. Replication should start with a review of the literature and of bioinformatical databases in order to identify candidate variants both for the particular trait under study and for associated traits, such as known intermediates or traits with a similar biology. In the replication of these candidates the form of the analysis needs to be specified in advance to avoid the possibility that researchers will make choices that alter the strength of the evidence. This pre-specification should not present a great problem because the information from the original reports will be available as a guide. Should some unexpected problem arise, such as unanticipated heterogeneity, then replication may be impossible to pursue and instead the unexpected findings should be described and possible causes of heterogeneity investigated in order to inform future studies.

Discovery: the initial screen
Discovery analyses are by their very nature exploratory and so it is not necessary to specify their final form in advance. Of course, as the analyses are not pre-specified they should not be taken as giving evidence of effect, but merely as providing suggestions of variants that can be tested in subsequent investigations. Typically, the discovery analysis will start with a simple, robust survey of the entire genome to identify variants that show either a large average effect, or a moderate effect with large between-study heterogeneity. Unadjusted fixed effects meta-analysis of per-allele effect estimates, which is based on the assumption that the effects are the same in all studies [5], combined with an assessment of between-study heterogeneity should suffice. Alternative screening procedures are to use a random effects meta-analysis, or to create a list from the overlap of top hits from each study, or to combine P-values rather than estimates. In a comparison of different approaches to discovery, the fixed effects analysis generally performed well, in the sense of placing true effects near the top of the combined list [35]. However, when heterogeneity is anticipated, a screen using a test that is more sensitive to individual studies with large effects may perform better [36].

Discovery: sensitivity analyses
Once an interesting variant has been identified, it is important to use sensitivity analyses to establish the robustness of the finding. Possibilities include investigating whether the effect extends over a chromosomal region or is confined to one variant, whether the results change if outlying phenotype measurements are excluded, whether the results depend critically on subjects whose genotype was difficult to call and whether the effect would be stronger under a
recessive or dominant genetic model. When large heterogeneity is found at a locus, it may be interesting to see whether all studies show an effect in that region, even if it peaks at a different specific variant. These analyses increase our confidence in the findings and may suggest lines for future study.

**Discovery: secondary analyses**

After establishing the robustness of the discovery, the next phase is the investigation of the mode of action of the variant. Often these analyses will require a re-analysis of the primary studies, for instance, to assess the importance of some variants adjusted for others, in order to see if the two sets act independently. Another secondary analysis of genetic is to adjust for measured intermediate phenotypes that lie on potential causal pathways, the idea being that if we adjust the analysis of each primary study for such a factor, then the effect of the variant on the outcome will be reduced. To distinguish such a reduction from random fluctuations in the estimates may well require the precision of a large meta-analysis. An extension of this approach that requires even larger sample sizes is the assessment of gene–gene or gene–environment interaction. Sub-group analyses based on primary studies that have measured that potential factor on each individual can look for differences in average effects between those sub-groups. Meta-regressions in which the effect size is regressed on some subject characteristic averaged over each study are usually easier to perform but have less precision than regressions based on individual level data and they may be biased [37, 38].

Bioinformatics is having an increasing impact on the types of secondary analyses that are possible. Meta-analyses now routinely look at patterns of linkage disequilibrium in interesting regions, many search for haplotypes across those regions and investigators are beginning to think in terms of sets of genes or pathways. Thus, if a good candidate lies in a gene on a particular pathway, it might be worth investigating variants in other genes on the same pathway even if their effect sizes are not as dramatically raised.

All of these secondary analyses require more detailed consideration of the data, which is why they are suited for use with a limited number of variants already identified in the initial screen or in previous studies. Never-the-less, these approaches have been attempted at the genome-wide level. For instance, it is possible to use data mining or machine learning approaches to search a genome-wide study for gene–gene interaction [39], or for interesting haplotypes [40]. While such genome-wide secondary analyses may occasionally be successful, it is likely that the successes will be swamped by false positives because of the number of possible combinations that need to be considered.

**Replicating the new discoveries**

As discussed earlier, replication requires confirmation of the new discoveries in an independent sample [23, 26]. Ideally, the replication sample should be drawn from a similar population using the same phenotype definition [24]. As the odds ratios of the top hits in the discovery sample will be upwardly biased [41], the actual power for replication can be a lot lower than it appears at first sight. Large replication samples will be needed and these should be planned for when the original meta-analysis is designed. A replication sample that is too small or which poorly matches the discovery sample leaves one unsure how to interpret variants those fail to replicate.

It is important to define in advance exactly what will constitute a replication, in particular whether a significant association must be demonstrated with exactly the same variant or whether another variant in the same region would be sufficient. The regional approach can have more power when linkage disequilibrium is high, although more variants will have to be genotyped and the test must correctly adjust for the extra comparisons [42]. Having established replication, it might be interesting to see if the effect generalizes to other, less similar, populations or to other related phenotypes.

**FIXED EFFECTS, RANDOM EFFECTS AND THE IMPORTANCE OF HETEROGENEITY**

Perhaps the most important choice facing the meta-analyst is whether to use a fixed or a random effects meta-analysis. In a fixed effects analysis, the underlying assumption is that at any location all of the studies have a common genetic effect and that our aim is to estimate the average effect over all potential populations. This choice is not trivial because it can have a major impact on the
When the wrong model is used the $P$-values will be poorly calibrated in the sense that they will not achieve their nominal type-one errors. Thus a fixed effects meta-analysis applied in the presence of heterogeneity will tend to exaggerate the $P$-value, and a standard random effects meta-analysis [43] applied when the effects are actually common will be slightly conservative. The choice is made more difficult because it is quite possible that some variants will have the same effect in all populations, while other variants in the same scan have effects that vary across populations. A popular way out of this dilemma is to start with a fixed effects meta-analysis but to report the random effects meta-analysis when heterogeneity is found in a top hit. While sensible this option has its own problems; tests of heterogeneity are low powered so heterogeneity can be hard to establish when the number of studies is small, conditioning one test on another will distort the second test and cause its $P$-values to be mis-calibrated and it can lead to inconsistencies such as two variants in linkage disequilibrium, one analysed by fixed effects and the other by random effects. As Greenland [44] put it, ‘if use of random effects makes a difference, the analysis is incomplete’.

The routine use of random effects meta-analysis would appear to be the safest option but it is not that popular, probably because of its potential conservatism and the importance of the $P$-value to publication; even in the absence of true heterogeneity some variants will appear to show heterogeneity by chance alone and the $P$-values for such variants will be unnecessarily penalized by a random effects analysis. Higgins et al. [45] give a thorough reappraisal of the strengths and weaknesses of random effects meta-analysis, although not in the context of a GWAS.

There is no perfect solution to the problem of choosing between a fixed and random effects analysis, but if a clear distinction is made between discovery and replication then the problem largely disappears. One of the aims of a discovery analysis is to find out whether there is any heterogeneity and having explored the discovery samples, the analyst will know what type of meta-analysis model to use in the replication. The $P$-value from the discovery phase becomes a screening tool, which may not have its nominal type-one error rate but this is of secondary importance, as in screening we are primarily interested in the sensitivity and FDR of whatever selection procedure we choose to employ [16, 46].

The obvious reason for performing a meta-analysis is to gain precision from having a larger total sample size. However, a second important reason is to describe and investigate heterogeneity [47–49]. This might either take the form of unanticipated between-study heterogeneity found in novel regions of the genome, or it might be that the meta-analysis was planned to look at heterogeneity in previously established variants.

Most genetic epidemiological studies measure average effects over a population and by doing so ignore the many individual variations that result from gene–gene and gene–environment interactions. So far these average effects have been the over-riding concern of GWAS meta-analyses, but variation in effect and the heterogeneity that results will inevitably become more important as our knowledge increases and more primary studies are conducted, especially those in people of non-European origin. Studies of subjects who are more thoroughly phenotyped will facilitate the meta-analysis of gene–environment interactions and perhaps lead to the discovery of the reasons behind some of the between-study heterogeneity.

When heterogeneity is found between studies, the first consideration must be to understand its possible causes and most importantly to distinguish between those causes that are the result of methodological differences and those that relate to true differences in the action of the variant. The process of measuring a genetic variant is complex and despite the best attempts to standardize the results, measurements made in different laboratories at different times will inevitably produce slightly different results. This effect can be magnified in a meta-analysis in which studies use entirely different genotyping platforms, impute using different software, or employ different quality control criteria. Meta-analyses that use downloaded data from the web are likely to be particularly affected by these problems.

Technical differences may produce a background noise of heterogeneity anywhere across the genome perhaps being worse for difficult to call variants such as those with low allele frequencies, while heterogeneity related to the action of the variant will cluster in regions where there is real genetic effect; after all, variants that are totally unconnected to the trait will be unconnected whatever the population under study. Heterogeneity that cannot be explained by methodological differences points to the presence of a gene–environment or gene–gene interaction...
or possibly to the effect of variations in the phenotype definitions used in the studies. It is possible that the effects could move in different directions as in the flip-flop variants described by [50], but it is more likely that, if it were not for the impact of sampling variation, the effects would be in the same direction but with differing strength. If such effects are found then the next step would be to see if they extend over a region or are just restricted to a single variant. Isolated heterogeneity is much more likely to be due to technical differences, but a consistent pattern of heterogeneity over a region might indicate genes worthy of further study, even if their average effect does not reach conventional levels of genome-wide significance.

ADJUSTMENT FOR CONFOUNDING

In traditional epidemiological studies, it is common practice to adjust for age and gender and possibly for many other factors in order to remove their confounding effect on the relationship between the outcome and the variable under study. This practice of adjustment has crept into the analysis and meta-analysis of GWAS but often without being justified. Genetic variants are assigned to individuals before their birth so it is impossible for them to be changed by life-style or environmental factors that the individual experiences subsequently [51]. As a consequence, these factors cannot confound the association between the genetic variant and phenotype, even if they have a large impact of that phenotype. While one cannot totally rule out the possibility of confounding, it is generally unlikely and researchers that adjust for potential confounders should justify that choice.

Unnecessarily adjusting for a few non-confounders does little harm provided that they do not lie on the causal pathway between variant and phenotype and in some instances adjustment may even increase precision. However, if we adjust for a factor that turns out to lie on a causal pathway, or one that is highly correlated with a factor on a causal pathway, this could lead us to overlook an important variant. Combining unadjusted estimates would seem to be the natural default position for any discovery meta-analysis. Adjustment can then be seen as part of the secondary investigation of candidate variants. Meta-analyses that combine primary studies that have used different adjustments need to be viewed with caution as this can be a cause of heterogeneity.

A practical example of this problem is provided by McCarthy et al’s [10] review of the relationship between the fat-mass and obesity associated (FTO) gene and Type 2 diabetes. Overall the evidence suggests that FTO affects an individual’s weight, which in turn increases their risk of diabetes. As a consequence of being on the same pathway, FTO showed an association with diabetes in population-based studies but failed to replicate in studies that controlled for weight by only recruiting lean subjects. This is not an example of confounding, because changing your weight will not alter your genotype and so adjustment for weight or BMI in a GWAS of diabetes cannot be justified on the grounds of confounding but would only be sensible if the researchers deliberately decided that they were not interested in variants that associated with diabetes via their effect on weight.

The one obvious exception to the principle that genetic associations are unlikely to be confounded is confounding by ethnicity, or population stratification as it has become known. Ethnicity might well affect the frequency of a variant and separately affect the phenotype. For this reason, population structure should always be investigated within each primary study and adjusted for when it is found [52–54]. For the same reason, adjustment for centre in multi-centre primary studies should also be routine.

ASSESSING THE COMBINED EVIDENCE

Genome-wide significance

One issue that causes much concern in the meta-analysis of GWAS is the definition of the level of evidence required to be confident that an effect is not due to chance. Like primary GWAS, meta-analyses usually define $P$-value thresholds at which they will declare a finding to be genome-wide significant, often values around the $5 \times 10^{-7}$ or $10^{-8}$ are used [55–57], perhaps combined with a less stringent level of $10^{-5}$ or $10^{-6}$ at which variants will be considered interesting enough to warrant further investigation. Given the huge number of variants that are available for study, such low $P$-value thresholds are required to guard against the production of large numbers of false positives; however, they have the
drawback that such conservatism may cause many variants with small real effects to be overlooked.

The concept of genome-wide significance comes from viewing a GWAS, or the meta-analysis of GWAS, as a giant test of thousands or millions of independent hypotheses. However, due to the correlation between variants it is very difficult to specify separate hypotheses meaningfully and because of the many different ways in which a variant can act on a trait it is almost impossible to say in advance what statistical assumptions can be made when specifying the meta-analysis. As a consequence, the testing paradigm is unhelpful and it is better to view the discovery of new variants, not as a series of tests, but as an exploration, in which the P-values are a convenient screening tool rather than a measure of the strength of evidence.

Our ultimate aim is to judge whether a variant is null or not, a judgment that depends both on the P-value, which summarizes the evidence from the data under the null, and also on the plausibility of that null hypothesis. Unlike the test of an outcome in a clinical trial, our prior belief in a non-null effect of any single variant in a genome-wide study is very low, implying that we would need a much smaller P-value to convince us of a real effect. This has led some to argue that genome-wide studies should adjust P-values for the multiplicity of the whole genome rather than just for the variants being tested [57].

Of vital concern for a meta-analysis is whether P-values, as summaries of the evidence under the null, mean the same thing in all studies and in particular whether the selection of top hits or the exploratory use of different forms of analysis distorts their interpretation; what does a P-value mean if we only look at variants with P-values below some cut-off, or if we report a random effects P-value when we initially intended using a fixed effects meta-analysis? The answer to this question is critical, for if there is no common underlying scale a combined P-value of $2 \times 10^{-9}$ based on meta-analysing a discovery P-value of $10^{-3}$ and a replication P-value of $10^{-7}$ cannot be assumed to mean the same thing as an identical combined P-value based on a discovery P-value of $10^{-7}$ and a replication P-value of $10^{-3}$. Without a common scale, it is impossible to compare P-values from published reports that employ different selection criteria or analysis strategies and combining replication and unadjusted discovery samples would not be sensible.

**Significance in the replication**

Within the context of a pure replication the interpretation of a P-value is much more straightforward as there is no selection based on the same data set and the analysis will have been specified in advance. Most researchers use an adjustment for multiple testing but it could be argued that the key measure of evidence is the unadjusted P-value. When several variants are being tested for replication a secondary concern may be how many true effects will fail to replicate because of sampling variation, or whether some null variants will replicate by chance alone. It might be interesting to calculate the expected number of successful replications based on different assumptions about the true effects, but it is doubtful whether the use of Bonferroni adjustment, as it is commonly practised, will be very relevant in this context [58]. This adjustment seeks to control the chance of any of the replications appearing to be positive when they are really all null. Since it is very unlikely that all of the variants in a replication study will be null, the relevance of this calculation is doubtful. All it provides is the basis for choosing a rather conservative threshold [59].

**Effect size estimates**

It is well-known from empirical studies [41] and from theoretical considerations [60–63] that the odds ratio or any other measure of effect size of a variant selected, because it is a top hit, will be biased away from the null. This bias, which is sometimes called the winner’s curse, arises because of sampling variation; imagine two genetic variants with the same true effect size and suppose that because of sampling the effect of one is over-estimated and the effect of the other is under-estimated, the SNP selected as a top hit will be the one that was over-estimated. Consequently the odds ratio of a top hit from a discovery study must be corrected for selection before it is combined with the odds ratio from a replication study [62], or used in a power calculation.

**Bayesian alternatives and other extensions**

Some GWAS have tried to avoid the limitations of P-values by adopting Bayesian methods. This approach is very attractive and would certainly also be useful in the context of a meta-analysis. The Wellcome Trust case-control consortium (WTCCC) calculated the Bayes factors of their main hits [64] and the coronary artery disease (CAD)
GWAS meta-analysis

It is now standard practice to look at the QQ-plots for each primary study and even to draw the QQ-plot of the final tests derived from the meta-analysis [72]. This type of plot compares an entire set of test statistics with those that would be expected if all variants were null. This plot was originally suggested as a way of detecting population stratification, however, deviations from the null pattern can arise for other reasons including, a noticeable proportion of positive variants, cryptic relatedness, genotyping error, or outliers in a continuous phenotype [53]. It is now common practice to divide all test statistics by \( \lambda \), the ratio of the empirical to the null median test statistic [73].

As time has gone on, so the criteria for defining an acceptable \( \lambda \) have become stricter. At first a value of 1.10 in a primary study was acceptable, now anything over 1.05 is viewed as suspicious. Values of \( \lambda \) below one are often ignored although this is hard to justify. Great efforts are made to reduce \( \lambda \) by adjusting for ethnicity and relatedness, but studies that cannot reduce their \( \lambda \) to an acceptable level are likely to be down weighted in a meta-analysis analysis by having their standard errors multiplied by \( \sqrt{\lambda} \). There seems little justification for penalizing the variants that pass these inspections because of problems with other variants that do not. Clayton et al. [53] extended this notion of treating variants separately by using a model that allowed variable down-weighting.

The problem of average adjustment for \( \lambda \) is even more critical in a meta-analysis because increasingly researchers are not only adjusting the \( P \)-values and standard errors from the primary studies, but also applying a second adjustment to the \( P \)-values from the meta-analysis. The logic here is not very clear because if the primary studies are acceptable then the inflation in the meta-analysis test statistics must be due to some aspect of the pooling; most likely heterogeneity between studies. It would seem more sensible to use a random effects analysis for the SNPs that show heterogeneity rather than to penalize all SNPs.

CONCLUSIONS

The growth in the use of GWAS has been so dramatic that there has been little time to consider how we should best use these exciting new data. The field has been dominated by the desire to be the first to publish evidence of a novel variant and the quality of the analysis has sometimes suffered as a result. Analysis methods seem to have been adopted not so much by detailed consideration as by imitation. For speed, researchers are sometimes content to use the same form of analysis as the last paper on that topic to appear in a prestigious journal.

The methods that are commonly used in the literature vary enormously from study to study and rarely have these methods been studied in sufficient depth to enable us to know their exact properties. None the less, the majority of the methods are very sensible and as such should identify the most important genes. It remains an open question whether these ad hoc methods make the best use of the data or whether they give an accurate picture of the strength of the evidence.

We take the view that a meta-analysis of GWAS should be viewed partly as an opportunity to replicate candidate variants using formal statistical tests and partly as an opportunity to discover new variants or to explore the way that variants operate. The discovery phase is essentially a simple screen of the
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We take the view that a meta-analysis of GWAS should be viewed partly as an opportunity to replicate candidate variants using formal statistical tests and partly as an opportunity to discover new variants or to explore the way that variants operate. The discovery phase is essentially a simple screen of the
whole genome followed by a number of sensitivity and secondary analyses informed by bioinformatics. Conclusive evidence of a genetic association comes when the discoveries are confirmed in an independent replication study.

**Key Points**
- Pressure to publish novel genetic associations has meant that meta-analysis has been applied to genome-wide association studies without the time for a careful consideration of the methods that are used.
- Discovery GWAS meta-analyses should be treated differently from meta-analyses intended to validate a previous discovery. In particular, it is better to think of the discovery phase as an exploratory screen rather than as a set of statistical tests.
- In the discovery phase, the meta-analysis should include investigations of heterogeneity and the robustness of the findings, as well as secondary analyses aimed at suggesting likely causal mechanisms. All analyses should be informed by bioinformatical data.
- Adjustment for confounding and the use of genomic control have become widely accepted as standard practice in GWAS meta-analysis but their use is not always justified and deserves more careful consideration.
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